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WANL-TME-630 

ABSTRACT 

Comparisons of the experimental data on seal pressure distributions obtained 

from the A - 1 1 , Flow Induced Vibrat ion Test, Phases I and 111,with analyt ical results including 

porous f low through the unimpregnated inner reflector cyl inder for the same operating 

conditions show generally very good agreement. The principal deviations between analysis 

and experiment occurs when high pressure ratios exist across the last seal. Addit ional investi

gat ion, both in the relationship used in the analyt ical model and in the experimental area, 

are required to determine the cause of the deviation found between analysis and experiment 

when the pressure ratio across the last seal is near c r i t i ca l . As a result of this comparison, it 

appears that the analyt ical methods and assumptions made in predict ing unheated seal pressure 

distributions are reasonable, and may be used with confidence in the test prediction of the 

N R X - A l cold f low test. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION UlfCMFIE 
(1)^ The A - l l , Flow Induced Vibrat ion Test Is being ut i l ized to evaluate the 

f lu id f low characteristics,of the NRX-A Block I lateral support and multi-seal system, and 

the core stabi l i ty characteristics on a model consisting of seven NRX-A fuel element 

clusters and a correspondingly diametr ical ly scaled lateral support and seal system. In 

particular, the test series wi l l determine: 

a. The core periphery and Interstitial pressure distributions at ambient 

hydrogen f low test conditions Including separate investigations of the effects of plunger 

leakage, porous f low through the inner reflector cyl inder, and radial core f low. 

b. If f lowing hydrogen wi l l Induce vibrations of the NRX-A Block I 

reactor as represented by this model. 

c. The degree of confidence in analyt ical ly determining the multi-seal 

system axial pressure distributions at f low conditions similar to those expected during the 

NRX-A l cold f low test. 

In addit ion to the detai led test objectives an analysis of the mult iple seal 

system tests is required as a prerequisite to the running of the N R X - A l cold f low test. This 

(2) 
prerequisite Is stated in WANL-TME-490 , page 2, as follows: "Ver i f icat ion of hydraulic 

design of the nuclear sub-system; In particular, the pressures and flow rates in the numerous 

paths pertinent to the lateral support region and core periphery." 

For the N R X - A l non-nuclear test this consists of ver i f icat ion of the B-3 

lateral support and seal isothermal f low tests on single and mult iple seal systems. The 

(3) results of the B-3 tests on the single isothermal test are reported in a separate report . 

* References listed at end of report 



1 INf 1 ilSSIrlri) ^^^ A - l l component test was or ig inal ly envisioned to be for core 

stabi l i ty purposes only but has been found to be a very versatile tool for seal system 

f low investigations. The B-3 mult iple seal test which was or iginal ly designed for this 

purpose is only now nearing completion and test data is not avai lable. Thus the sub

stitution of the analysis of A - 1 1 seal system data for the N R X - A l prerequisite require

ment is felt to be more than adequate. 

The Phase I tests covering the investigation of seal pressure distribution 

and core stabi l i ty at core inlet pressures to 300 psia and core pressure drops to 30 psi 

(4) 
have been completed . Phase III tests, also investigating seal pressure distribution 

and core stabi l i ty, at core Inlet pressures up to 160 psia and core pressure differentials 

up to 120 psi, have also been completed and the experimental data Is avai lable. 

This report compares the A - l l Phase I and III test results with analyt ical 

results obtained for the same test conditions and ut i l i z ing the test model geometry 

( I .e. "as bu i l t " ) . The methods used to obtain the analyt ical results are the same as those 

employed in the design and analysis of the NRX-A, Block I lateral support and seal system. 

Hence, this report, in essence, shows the degree of confidence with which the analyt ical 

methods presently In use for the analysis of the NRX-A, 18 seal ring lateral support and 

seal system, wi l l predict the seal pressure distribution and static core stabi l i ty character

istics under ambient hydrogen operating conditions such as are expected in the NRX-A l 

cold flow tests. 

The A-11 model , as constructed for Phase I and Phase I I I , consists 

of: nmmE 
-2-



a. Seven fuel element cluster assemblies - each cluster assembly is an 

exact duplicate of an NRX-A cluster except for the size of the orif ices. During Phase I 

tests, the or i f ice size was the same for al l elements at 0.060" diameter, and for the Phase III 

tests, the or i f ice size was 0.025" diameter for all elements. 

b. Fil ler strips - the f i l le r strips have been modified from the NRX-A design 

to conform to the peripheral geometry of the seven cluster assembly. In general, the f i l le r 

strips are thicker. Also the f i l l e r strip gap area Is a greater proportion of the total seal 

f low area than in the NRX-A configuration. In the Phase I assembly the f i l le r strips were 

in three parts with breaks just below the core band and just above the nozzle end f i l ler 

strip retaining ledge. In Phase I I I , the f i l le r strips were one piece. 

c. Seal segments - the seal segments used in the 18 seal rings of the A-11 

assembly are scaled-down versions of the NRX-A seal segments. This scaling, however, 

only pertains to the radius of curvature and arc length. The arc subtended by each seal 

segment has been increased to 60 from the 30 of the NRX-A design. (See Figure 1 

for a description of the seal segment.) The seal segment grooves In each of the 18 seal 

rings Is machined to the same depth and tolerance as its equivalent seal of the NRX-A 

Block I reactor seal ring — seal ring No. 1 ineffect ive; seal rings 2-6 seal groove size, 

- - . . + 0 . 0 0 1 . , , . _ . . , . - - - - + 0 . 0 0 1 . , , . 

0.0 I I „ .̂-.p. inches seal rings 7 - 1 1 , seal groove size, 0.009 _ -.__ inches, seal rings 

12-16, 18 seal groove size, 0.007 p.'no(-. inches seal ring 17 ineffect ive. 

The A - l l seal segment groove width Is 0.391 'nnn Inches compared with 

a width of 0.440 °nnn inches on the NRX-A Block I design. The reduction In groove width 

on the A-11 test model was necessary to provide adequate seal land area on every f i l le r 

strip and results in 66,5% of the seal ring inner periphery 
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The 66.5% compares with a value of 63.7% for the percentage open area 

at the core periphery on the N R X - A l Block I design. The above deviations in width of 

groove and per cent of circumference grooved from the NRX-A design should not appreci

ably effect the hydraulic characteristics. 

d. Plunger Pins - The plunger pins have been modified so as to accommodate 

a coi led preload spring completely enclosed within the Inner reflector. However, the modi f i 

cations to the plunger occur only on the spring chamber side of the pin and that portion 

which passes the plunger hole and contacts the seal segments is the same as the NRX-A design. 

e. Preload Springs - As mentioned above, the preload leaf springs have been 

replaced with coi led springs with a spring constant of 100 l b / i n and a preload value equiva-

(4) 
lent to a core bundling pressure of 4.8 psi. This value is in contrast to the NRX-A Block I 

value of 3.8 psi. The preload spring is contained completely wi th in the Inner reflector 

cyl inder. 

f. Inner Reflector Cylinder - The inner reflector cyl inder is made from 

virgin (unimpregnated) H4LM graphite. Thus, this inner reflector cylinder permeability 

is close to the permeability of the N R X - A l inner reflector cyl inder. The latter is 

(5) 
expected to have a permeabil ity more nearly that of v irgin H4LM than of an effect ively 

impregnated cyl inder as in i t ia l l y designed. 

g. Core Band - The NRX-A core band was not exactly duplicated but a core 

band was adapted to the A-11 geometry to give the same core bundling pressure when 

assembled. 

»4>̂ ^%:ji,|il,| m i i i i i 



The use of the components discussed above In the A - l l test assembly 

resulted In the fol lowing variations from the NRX-A Block I design. 

a. No pin leakage 

b. High porous f low through the Inner reflector cylinder (similar to 

NRX-A l as noted above). The inner reflector cylinders of subsequent reactors beyond 

N R X - A l w i l l be ef fect ively re-impregnated. 

c. A larger percentage of f i l le r strip gap area to total f low area. 

d . Inlet pressure to the lateral support and seal system is equal to the 

core inlet pressure. In the NRX-A, Block I reactors, the lateral support-seal system inlet 

pressure Is higher than the core inlet by an amount equal to the pressure drop across the 

aluminum shield replacement. 

e. The pressure outside the Inner reflector cyl inder is constant along its 

axial length. During Phase I It was equal to core exit pressure and during Phase III it was 

equal to core inlet pressure. 



2.0 CONCLUSIONS 

Comparisons of the analyt ical and the A - l l Test, Phases I and I I I , experimental 

results of lateral support seal pressure distributions with porous f low through the unimpregnated 

graphite cyl inder show generally good agreement. For the Phase I tests, with relat ively low 

core pressure drops, the agreement is generally wi th in + 1 psi (+ 2%). The Phase III results 

show agreement within + 5 psi (+ 4%) for the first 30 inches of the core. Over the nozzle 

end seal stations, the analyt ical results fal l further below the experimental data reaching a 

maximum of about 18 psi at the ineffective 17th seal r ing. However, this poorer agreement 

only occurs when the pressure ratio across the last seal is near the c r i t i ca l . Agreement wi th in 

+ 2 psi (+ 2%) is obtained when the analysis is carried out only as far as the 17th seal r ing. 

Possible reasons for the greater variation in the analyt ical versus experimental 

results at high pressure ratios across the last seal are: (1) Expansion losses at the exit of the last 

seal have been ignored and the measured core exi t pressure has been assumed to be the pressure 

at the exit of the last seal. (2) Compressibility effects on the inlet and exit loss coefficients of 

the seal f low channels has been ignored and (3) uncertainties in the permeable f low through 

the graphite barrel. 

The comparisons also show that porous f low through the permeable inner 

reflector cyl inder has a signif icant effect on the seal pressure distributions. Analyses were 

performed both with and without the inclusion of porous f low. The results when compared 

with the experimental data showed good agreement only when porous f low was included in 

the analysis. This was true whether the porous f low was radial ly outward (as In Phase I) or 

radial ly inward (as In Phase I I I ) . 



The results of comparisons of the pressure distribution and f low rates In the 

seal region for typical test conditions with and without the Inclusion of the core periphery 

maximum radial stepping gaps (of the order of 2 mils average around the core periphery) 

show that these added seal f low areas have l i t t l e effect on the seal pressure distribution but 

a more significant effect on the seal f low rate. Thus, it is not deemed necesssary to Include 

the effect of the radial stepping areas in the seal pressure distribution predictions for the 

N R X - A l cold f low test. However, the changes in seal f low rate may affect the seal tempera

ture distributions during hot reactor tests. 

On the basis of the agreement between analyt ical results and experimental 

data presented In this report. It appears that the analyt ical methods and assumptions made 

to predict unheated lateral support and seal pressure distributions are reasonable, and may 

be used with confidence in the test prediction of the NRX-A l cold f low test. Addit ional 

investigation, both in the relationships used In the analyt ical model and in the experimental 

area, are required to resolve the cause of the variat ion found between the analyt ical and 

experimental results when the pressure ratio across the last seal is near the cr i t ica l pressure 

rat io. 

UNCWSSIFIED 



3.0 DISCUSSION 

3.1 A- 1 1 Hardware Dimensional Measurement Acquisition 

As in the NRX-A, Block I reactor lateral support and seal system, the 

axial flow about the periphery of  the A-1 1 core passes through grooves machined in the 

face of the seal segments, through gaps between adiacent f i l ler strips, and through any 

radial gap between the f i l ler  strips and the seal segments caused by radial stepping of the 

f i l ler strips resulting in a seal segment land not seating on its corresponding f i l ler strip. 

Thus, dimensional inspections of  these three areas (i.e. seal segment groove sizes, gaps 

between adjacent f i l ler strips, and radial stepping between adiacent fi l ler strips) were 

performed on the A-1 1 hardware, as installed and assembled, so that analytical test 

predictions would reflect the "as bui l t"  condition of the test model. 

3.1.1 Seal Segment Groove Flow Area 

100% dimensional inspect ion of the A- 1 1 seal segment grooves was 

performed so as to obtain the seal segment groove flow area. The dimensions obtained 

during this inspection are shown schematically in Figure 1. The depth, "d", of the 

groove at any point was determined by taking the average thickness of the seal segment 

measured at the adjacent lands and subtracting the seal segment thickness at the groove 

These measurements were made at both the dome end and the nozzle end of each seal 

groove. Since the inspection revealed there was some axial taper in many of the machined 

grooves,anaveragegroovedepth,d ,wascalculatedby 
avg . 
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avg. dome end + nozzle end (2) 

The resulting groove flow area In each seal segment was then obtained from, 

- e r '°^ î (3) 
segment 

n 

w here: 

n = number of grooves per seal segment 

e = mean width of the seal groove 

The total seal segment groove f low area at each seal ring was then obtained 

by summation of the areas for the particular segments assembled into each seal r ing. These 

f low areas are tabulated in Column 1 of Table 1. As can be seen from the table, the seal 

segment groove f low areas (Column 1, Table 1) are generally wi th in the minimum to maxi

mum design values listed In Table 1. 

3.1.2 Fil ler Strip Gaps 

A second axial f low path, the gap between adjacent f i l le r strips, exists in 

the core periphery of the NRX-A, Block I reactors. This f i l le r strip gap Is the result of 

design tolerances and clearances provided to prevent f i l le r strip bridging under al l operating 

conditions. The A - l l core design included similar gaps. 

In order to make these measurements the core assembly - fuel elements and 

f i l le r strips - was banded together at three axial stations by means of rubber cushioned hose 

clamps tightened to simulate the spring bundling forces exerted on the core when assembled 

in the inner reflector cyl inder. UNCLASSIFIED 



The f i l l e r strip gap measurements were made at each of three axial 

locations as shown in Figure 2, by means of f lat feeler gauges (minimum feeler gauge 

thickness used was 0,001 inches). The axial locations A - A , B-B, and C-C correspond 

to planes just below the f i l l e r strip break at the dome end, at the middle and just above 

the f i l ler strip retaining ledge at the nozzle end, respectively. General ly, where a 

f i l le r strip gap existed, it existed over the entire length between the hose clamps and 

extended radial ly inward all the way to the fuel element surface. 

The f low area contributed by the gap between f i l le r strips has been 

calculated in a somewhat arbitrary manner from the dimensional inspection data taken 

at the three axial locations. A , B, and C. The method of calculat ion of the f i l le r strip 

gap and f low area at intermediate seal rings between A, B, and C is shown in Table 2 

and the value of the f low area is entered in Column 2 of Table 1. 

3,1,3 Radial Stepping Areas 

When the core and reflector are assembled and the seal segments are 

held against the f i l le r strips by the preload springs, a third axial f low path may occur. 

This f low path Is caused by the radial steps between adjacent f i l le r strips. If, for 

instance, over the arc of one seal segment, two f i l le r strips at the ends of the arc project 

radial ly outward 2 mils further than any of the other f i l le r strips, then the seal segment 

lands w i l l most l ike ly seat only on these two f i l le r strips resulting In a gap of about 2 

mils or more between the other f i l le r strips and their corresponding seal segment lands. 

This gap due to the radial stepping of the f i l le r strips results in an increased effect ive 

f low area through the seal r i j 

mmmj} 
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The radial stepping of the f i l l e r strips on the A -11 core assembly was 

measured at the three axial stations A , B, and C (shown in Figure 2) with feeler gauges 

when a blank seal segment ( i .e . no machined seal grooves) was placed against the outer 

periphery. During this measurement the core assembly was bundled with the rubber 

cushioned hose clamps in the same manner as previously described for the f i l le r gap 

measurements. The blank seal segment was moved around the periphery, 3 f i l le r strips 

at a t ime, giving overlapping readings (two for each f i l le r strip). Comparison of the 

two sets of overlapping readings for each f i l le r strip showed poor agreement. It is 

probable that this was due to the feeler gauges themselves and also due to the different 

points of seating of the seal segment for the two sets of measurements. The f lat feeler 

gauges used to make the measurements had widths as great as the width of some of the 

f i l le r strips. Thus, any angularity between the faces of the blank seal segment and the 

f i l le r strip would give false readings. That angularity did indeed exist is evident by 

the fact that frequently no zero (0) measurements were recorded over a complete seal 

segment as positioned on the core periphery, although it was pressed t ight ly against the 

f i l le r strips. It would be expected under conditions of no angularity that at least two 

f i l l e r strips would Indicate zero radial stepping under the conditions of the inspection. 

The Inconsistency in overlapping readings, discussed above, was averaged 

out by using a single set of measurements to calculate the area at a particular seal r ing. 

For example, using one series of inspection data at plane B resulted In a f low area of 

0.120 square Inches. This value was used for seal rings 7, 9, and 11. Using the second 

series of measurements resulted in a f low area of 0.095 square inches. This value of 
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area was assigned to seal rings 8, 10 and 12, The Inspection data at plane A was applied 

over seal rings 1 through 6, and the data at plane C was applied to rings 13 through 18. 

The inspection data were reduced to the maximum f low area contributed by radial f i l l e r 

strips stepping by the summation of the product of the f i l le r strip width, m, and the 

measured radial distance between the f i l le r strip and blank seal segment, t (see Figure 2). 

Thus, T - (4) 

stepping I m t , 
n n 

and the results are shown in Column 3 of Table 1. 

3.2 Method of Analysis 

3,2,1 Seal Pressure Distribution - No Pin Leakage, No Porous Flow 

The analyt ical model considers the groove area (or the equivalent groove 

area Including the radial stepping area) and the f i l le r strip gap area to be two f low channels 

in parallel at each seal r ing. The hydraulic diameters of the seal groove area (or the equ i 

valent groove area) and the f i l le r strip gap area were calculated on a "smeared out" basis 

from the relationship 

H 
_ 4 X (f low area) 

wetted perimeter 
(5) 

The calculat ional techniques for evaluation of the seal pressure distribution 

are embodied in the SCAP II computer program with no spring plunger leakage and 

Includes the fol lowing equations: 

a. Pressure drop due to f r ic t ion and acceleration 

^ 2 
AP. 

i to I + 1 

2 
(v. ^ , - v . ) + f . ^ ^ ( v . + v . ^ , ) 

1 + 1 I I g d, , I 1 + 1 

(6) 

H 

NCLASSIFIED 
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where 

f. - Fanning fr ict ion factor at point " I 

24 
f. 
I N 

Re 
for the laminar region (between two f lat plates) (7) 

f. = 0.0014 + 
I 

0.125 

N 
(0.32) 

for the turbulent region 

Re 

(8) 

AP 
i to I + 1 

G = 

V = 

pressure drop from point " I " to point " I + 1 " , l b / i n 

2 
mass veloci ty in channel, lb / see - in 

3 
specific volume of f lu id , in / l b 

m 

( = " ) ( ' 2 ) l ^ •— 2 

AX = Incremental length between points " I " and " i + r ' , i n . 

d|_. = hydraulic channel diameter, in. 

b. Entrance and Exit Losses 

AP 
inlet 

CL 
G V 

2g 
(9) 

The Ini t ia l contraction loss coeff icient to the lateral support system is 

input and subsequent contractions Into the seal f low grooves and the f i l le r strip gaps are 

computed from 

CL. 
in 

(1 - CT +K ) 
c 

(10) 

whe re UNCWSSIFEI 
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K 

void rat io, i.e., ratio of f low area in the seal region to the 

f low area between seals. 

contraction loss coeff icient = 0.5 (1 - a ) 

AP 
exit 

G ^ v 

2g 
2 a (1 -a) (11) 

The sequence of calculations performed by the computer program is 

as follows: 

a. The SCAP II code uses an input f low rate and f low areas to compute 

the parallel channel f low distribution and pressure drop across each seal ring and associ

ated f i l le r strip gap. 

b. The resulting pressure drops are then summed and compared with the 

input overall pressure drop. 

c. The inlet f low to the seal system is then modified by the program 

unti l the summation of the pressure drops agrees with the input pressure drop wi th in the 

convergence l imi t . 

In u t i l i z ing the inspection data on the A - l l test assembly for input to 

the analysis, questions arose as to the degree of uncertainty involved in the f low area 

contributed by the radial stepping of the f i l lerstr ips. A positive determination as to 

whether the radial steps occur at al l the f i l le r strip-seal segment interfaces, and whether 

the grooved seal segments f i t the f i l le r strips In the same manner when assembled in the 

test rig as the blank segment used qs a measuring template, could not be made for this 

- 1 4 -
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test assembly. Therefore, two seal f low area models were used to determine the effect 

of the uncertainty in the radial stepping area. The first analyt ical model contained no 

radial stepping of the f i l le r strips and considered only the f low areas contributed by the 

machined seal grooves and f i l le r strip gaps as tabulated in columns 1 and 2 of Table 1. 

The second analyt ical model contained an equivalent groove area and the f i l l e r strip gap 

area. The equivalent groove area in this second model consisted of the area of the machined 

seal grooves (Column 1 of Table 1) plus the maximum area contributed by the radial stepping 

of the f i l le r strips (Column 3 of Table 1). A comparison of typical pressure distributions and 

seal f low rates obtained for these two models is shown in Figure 3. As can be seen, 

there Is no appreciable difference in the axial pressure distributions. However, the changes 

in f low area have a pronounced effect on the total seal f low resulting in an Increase, by a 

factor of 1.8, for the second model over the first. In the A -1 1 test. Phases I and I I I , where 

the f low was controlled by the fuel element orifices and fuel channel characteristics, 

measurement of the seal system f low rates could not be made. Thus, measured pressure 

distributions only could be used in the comparison of experimental and analyt ical results, 

and in view of the comparison above the use of the first model without radial stepping 

included Is considered val id for pressure distribution comparisons between analyt ical 

and experimental values, 

3.2.2 Effect of Porous Flow on the Seal Pressure Distribution 

The inner reflector cyl inder used in the A-11 tests was manufactured from 

unimpregnated H4LM graphite. Experiment has shown that this type of graphite is quite 

(5) permeable to the f low of hydrogen . Therefore, even though the A - l l assemblies tested 
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did not have any spring plunger pins incorporated, there was communication between the 

(5) 
outside of the reflector and the seal area. The previously developed correlation for 

hydrogen f low through unimpregnated H4LM, 

.695 (12) 
WL 

(P 1 
^ \ ) 

wh ere 

(P^l - P \ ) > 850 

and 

WL 
A a (P^^ -P^^) (13) 

wnere 

2 2 

1 ' 2 ^ ^ ^ ° 

were incorporated as a subroutine to the main program. A t each seal the porous f low 

rate was evaluated and added to the main channel f low just upstream of the seal segment. 

The porous f low during the Phase I tests went from the seal area outward 

to the outside of the reflector since the latter was vented to the core ex i t . During the 

Phase III tests the porous f low was radial ly inward from the outside of the reflector to 

the seal region since the former region was now sealed from the core exi t and vented to 

the core in let , 

3.2.3 Interstit ial Core Pressure Distribution 

Due to twist, bow, and geometric variations of individual elements, inter-

element gaps exist between element faces, tending to be larger at the exi t end of a 

banded core than at the inlet. 



Since the inter-element gaps could not be measured In the A -11 test 

assembly, values calculated for the NRX-A reactor core assembly were used. From 

measurements performed on the N R X - A l , it has been concluded that the most probable 

Inter-element gap size was 0.0005 inches at the Inlet and 0.0015 inches at the exit . 

The static conditions In the A - l l Phase I test configuration were analyzed using a 

modified version of the temperature distribution code THT-B to account for laminar, 

incompressible f lu id f low between nodes, and di f fusivi ty. 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Effect of inner Reflector Cylinder Permeability On Seal Pressure Distribution 

The A - 1 1 inner reflector cyl inder was made from unimpregnated H4LM 

(5) graphite which has been found to be highly permeable . The pressure distributions In 

the seal region for a typical test condit ion of both Phase I and Phase III were calculated 

both with and without the effects of porous f low Included, The comparisons of the mu l t i -

seal analyses, with and without porous f low throughout the inner reflector cyl inder, with 

experimental data for Phase I and Phase III for the selected test conditions are shown in 

Figures 4 and 5. As can be seen, the incorporation of porous f low through the reflector 

cylinder brings the analysis Into close agreement with the experimental data. For the 

Phase I tests, where the porous f low direct ion was radial ly outward through the cyl inder, 

the results of the seal system analysis including the porous f low Is within + 1 psi of the 

experimental data. For the Phase III tests, where the porous f low was radial ly inward into 

the sea! channel, the results of the analysis including the porous f low is within + 3 psi of 

the experimental data (except for one point which Is 7 psi). These results are compared to 



values of 3 psi and 12 psi respectively for the results of analyses which did not include 

porous f low through the cyl inder. 

Prior analysis on the N R X - A l test predictions Indicated the effect of the 

high porous f low through an unimpregnated Inner reflector cyl inder was significant and 

must be accounted for In the seal system analysis. Figures 4 and 5, which compare the 

A -11 multi-seal experimental data with the two methods of calculat ion (one neglecting 

porous f low, the other Including i t ) , indeed show the necessity of including the effect 

of the unimpregnated cyl inder on the seal system analysis. Therefore, al l further analyt ical 

results shown herein include the effects of f low through the unimpregnated cylinder of the 

A - l l test hardware. 

3.3.2 Phase I Tests 

During the Phase I series of tests al l of the 7 cluster core coolant channels 

were or i f lced with a 0.060 inch diameter or i f ice. With the ambient hydrogen f low rates 

available at the test fac i l i t y and with the 0.060 inch dia. ori f ices, the maximum attainable 

core pressure drop was approximately 30 psi. Thus Phase I experimental results reflect 

simulation of operating conditions expected in the N R X - A l reactor when operating under 

approximately 10 lb/sec ambient hydrogen reactor f low rate. 

Test results from the ten tests of the Phase I test series are plotted in 

Figures 6, 7, and 8. Analyt ica l results for the same test conditions and geometry ( including 

porous f low outward through the Inner reflector) are shown on the same axes. Experimental 

data up to core station 46.5 (just above the inlet to the 17th ineffective seal) is plotted, 
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since the experimental pressure data at the last core station was of questionable accuracy. 

Consequently, the analysis was also carried out only as far as core station 46.5. 

Inspection of the figures shows that the analyt ical results agree well with 

experimental data, generally within + 1 psi (+ 2%), for this series of tests with these 

relat ively low core pressure drops. 

3.3.3 Phase i l l Tests 

The core coolant channel orifices installed for Phase III Test series were 

0.0025 Inches in diameter. This change from Phase I configuration permitted the core 

pressure drop to be Increased with the available faci l i t ies to about the 130 psi design 

value of the NRX-A reactors. Thus Phase III reflects the range of higher core pressure 

drops (high reactor f low rates) which w i l l be experienced with ambient hydrogen in the 

N R X - A l cold f low tests. 

Test results from fifteen runs of the Phase III test series are plotted in 

Figures 9, 10, 11, and 12. Analyt ical results for the same test conditions and geometry, 

also including the effect of porous f low radial ly Inward through the graphite reflector, 

are shown on the same figures. The experimental pressure data at all the seal stations 

are reported foi •'hese runs. The pressure plotted at the exit of seal ring No. 18 (last seal) 

was assumed to be equal to measured core exit pressure ( i .e . negl igible pressure loss in the 

channel from the seal exit to the core exit plenum). The analysis for tests A - 1 1 - I I I - G H - - 6 , 

through A - 1 1 - | l ! - G H „ - 2 0 was carried out for the entire length of the core ( i .e . 52 inches). 

As can be seen from the plots, the agreement between the experimental 

data and the analyt ical results Is satisfactory and within that which may be expected in 

ummE 
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such a complex f low system as the lateral support seal system. General ly, over the first 

30 inches of the core the results agree wi th in + 5 psi (+ 4%). However, over the nozzle 

end seal stations, the analyt ical results fal l further below the experimental data, reaching 

a maximum of about 18 psi at the ineffective 17th seal r ing. If the analysis were carried 

out only to core station 46.5 (as in Phase I) we see that the agreement between experimental 

data and analyt ical results is very good (wi th in 2%). This is shown in Figure 12 where this 

modif ication was made to the analysis for runs A-11 - l l l - G H „ -21 and 22 while run 

A - 1 1 - l l l - G H » - 2 0 ut i l ized the experimental pressure drop across the total 52 inches. 

There are several possible causes for the increased deviation toward the 

nozzle end. The more probable ones are listed below. 

a. There is some uncertainty in defining the effect ive area for porous 

f low through the graphite cyl inder for input to the analysis. In calculat ing the effective 

area for porous f low through the inner reflector cyl inder, a mean diameter based upon the 

cyl inder OD and seal recess OD was somewhat arbi trar i ly used. If the effective area for 

the porous f low were based only upon the OD of the reflector, an increase of about 20% 

in the porous f low rate would occur. This increase would tend to bow the analyt ical results 

out further toward better agreement with the experimental results. 

b. The permeabil i ty of similar v irgin H4LM graphite samples was found 

(5) 
to vary by about + 20%^ '. 

c. Another l ike ly cause of the deviation can be found in the use of the 

experimental core exi t pressure as the pressure at the exi t of the lateral support and seal 

f low system as input to the analyt ical model. 



Inspection of the experimental data shows that in many cases the pressure 

ratio across the last seal (seal inlet pressure to core exit pressure) is more than sufficient 

to cause choked f low. Thus, it is l ike ly that the compressible f low in the annulus after 

the 18th seal ring and at the entrance to the core exit plenum underwent additional 

pressure losses, possibly caused by shock waves. This type of loss is not included in the 

analysis. !f these shock losses occur only at the entrance to the core exit plenum, then 

use of the core exit plenum pressure is not an adequate representation of the pressure at 

the exit of the lateral support seal system. If these shock losses occur at the exit of the 

18th sea! groove, in the annulus, then the analyt ical model does not, at present, take this 

possibility into account. 

d. Inlet and exit loss coefficients used in the analysis are based upon 

essentially incompressible f low loss coefficients would not necessarily be adequate. 

Increasing the loss coefficients would be the equivalent to increasing the channel 

resistance. This would, in turn, result in an increased calculated pressure axia l ly along 

the seal system. 

In all l ike l ihood, the deviation is caused, to a large extent, by both 

items " c " and " d " above. However, additional investigations, both analyt ical and 

experimental, w i l l be pursued to determine the cause of this deviat ion. 

3,3.4 Static Stabi l i ty Analysis 

The interstit ial pressure distribution in the core was calculated for a 

single test condit ion (using data from A-11 - 1 G H „ - 5 ) . Figure 13 shows the calculated 

inter-element pressures at the core center l ine and the experimental data for the seal 



pressure distr ibution. The seal pressure distribution used as a boundary condit ion in this 

analysis was obtained from preliminary information which was subsequently readjusted to 

reflect more careful test data analyses. However, since the calculated center line pressure 

distribution is extremely close to the experimental seal pressure distribution used as a 

boundary condit ion, it is concluded that in the small diameter, 7 cluster, A -11 core, the 

radial communication is apparently relat ively good and that no appreciable radial ly inward 

bundling forces would be expected from the core peripheral pressure distr ibution. 

The forces on the elements may be calculated using the inter-element 

pressure, seal system pressure, and pressure due to the support system springs. As derived 

in WANL-TNR-128, V o l . I l l , if the effective inter-element pressure is greater than the 

sum of the seal system pressure and support plunger spring pressure, the unbalanced forces 

could cause the test configuration to open and possibly vibrate. Using this cri teria to 

predict the static stabi l i ty of the configurat ion, the forces positively bundling the core, 

assuring static stabi l i ty of the A-11 core during Phases I and I I I , are primarily the radial ly 

inward forces provided by the preload of the lateral support springs acting on the seal 

segments. Thus, the analysis would indicate the A -11 core is stat ical ly stable; experimental 

(4) 
results on Phase I and Phase III testing also indicated no instabi l i ty. 
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TABLE 1 

MEASURED FLOW AREAS FOR A-11 TEST ASSEMBLY 

Seal Ring 
Number 

1 (Dome E 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 (Nozz le 

Seal 

nd) 

End) 

Column 1 
Segment Groove 

0.81 

0.167 

0.159 

0.166 

0.154 

0.172 

0.130 

0.129 

0.142 

0.153 

0.138 

0.112 

0.102 

0.106 

0.108 

0.109 

0.700 

0.101 

Flow Areas - square inches 

Column 2 
Fil ler Strip Gap 

0.036 

0.036 

0.0412 

0.0412 

0.0412 

0.0412 

0.0464 

0.0464 

0.0464 

0.0464 

0.0464 

0.0453 

0.0453 

0.0453 

0.0453 

0.0443 

0.0443 

0.0443 

Column 3 
Fil ler Strip Stepping Gap 

0.108 

0.105 

0.108 

0.105 

0.108 

0.105 

0.120 

0.095 

0.120 

0.095 

0.120 

0.095 

0.108 

0.090 

0.108 

0.090 

0.108 

0.090 

A-11 Seal Segment Groove Flow Areas as specified on Drawings: 

Seal 2-6 7-11 12-16, 

Minimum Design Value 0.1545 0.1262 0.0985 

Maximum Design Value 0.1710 0.1427 0.1141 

18 

in 
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UNCLASSIFIED TABLE 2 

METHOD OF CALCULATION OF FILLER STRIP GAP AND FLOW AREA 

Seal Ring 
Number (from 

1 - 2 

3 - 6 

7 - 1 1 

1 2 - 15 

1 6 - 18 

Dome End) 
Average Filler 
Strip Gap Width 

'A 

i /a i f^ + f j ) 

'B 

1/2 (f^ + f^) 

'c 

Filler Strip 
Gap Flow Area 

f A ^ ' n 

' / 2 ( f A * f B ' ^ ' „ 

' B ^ ' „ 

1/2(f5 + f c ) I I „ 

' C ^ ' n 

f 

I I 

n 

A, B, C 

measured value of gap width 

total radial length of gaps between f i l l e r strips 

refer to stations at which measurements taken 
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